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ABSTRACT
Predicting the appropriate protein subcellular localization has attracted much attention in the field of
bioinformatics for determining the cellular function of proteins. Several traditional biochemical
experimental methods have been developed to determine the protein subcellular localization is expensive
and time-consuming and during the last decade, many computational based methods have been
developed to predict the protein subcellular localization in different organisms. However, most of the
methods succeeded to predict proteins in only one subcellular location but there are many proteins which
have two or more subcellular locations. To predict subcellular localization of protein with multiple sites we
used Threshold-MLKNN (multi-label k-Nearest Neighbours algorithm). Threshold-MLKNN performs much
better than MLKNN and produces better prediction accuracy in much lesser time.
KEYWORDS: Protein subcellular localization, Amino Acid Composition, PseAA, Physicochemical property, ML-KNN,
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INTRODUCTION
At the turn of this century, researchers are increasingly turning to proteomic studies to understand the biological
processes at the cellular level. One of the most important goals in proteomics is protein subcellular localization and
that has received a lot of attention recently because it is the key functional attribute of a protein. Information about the
subcellular localizationof proteins is important to determine how they interact with each other and with other molecules
and knowing the information about protein subcellular localization is important to understand not only the function of
proteins but also the organization of the whole cell. Subcellular information can be obtained by conducting various
1-2
3-4
biochemical experiments. However, it is time-consuming, expensive, and laborious. Nowadays, more and more
proteins are found, and it makes such techniques more unpractical. Recent technical advances in large-scale
sequencing and genomics procedures have triggered a scientific revolution and resulted in the massive accumulation
of proteins whose functions are unknown. Recently many of the genome sequencing projects has called for the
development of novel and powerful tools for timely predicting the subcellular location of uncharacterized proteins and
5-7
numerous computational methods have been made to predict the protein subcellular localization. However, many of
the methods are succeeded to predict the subcellular locations for a single location. But unfortunately various multilocation proteins are located at more than one location simultaneously. When subcellular localization prediction
models are constructed by these methods, multi-location proteins are not included in the training set. Actually, multisites proteins have special biological functions, which are helped in the development of new drugs. Thus it is highly
needed to use acomputational method which can identify multi sites subcellular localization fast and reliable. In this
paper, we used a computational algorithm (Threshold-MLKNN) with different techniques for protein representation and
for extracting appropriate features from proteins with which the identification can accurately identify more subcellular
locations of proteins and in the meantime bear less unwanted bias. Extracting features from proteins for classification
8-9
has value in many applications, including subcellular localization. Feature extraction is the key process to predict
multisite protein subcellular localization and its effective features vector can significantly increase prediction
10
precision. To obtain efficient features from proteins,the protein composition information and amino acid location
information must be considered.
Protein Feature Extraction Methods
To computationally analyze the protein sequence data and to successfully use them in ML-KNN and Threshold multilabel k nearest neighbour (Threshold-MLKNN) algorithm, one of the computational challenges is to characterize a
11
protein sequence data by a fixed length feature vector. So it is required to transform the protein sequence data into
12
vectors of numerical values in which the important information of proteins is fully encoded. The three feature
extraction methods that are used in this process are:
Amino Acid Composition (AAC)
13
Using Amino acid composition Protein information can be encapsulated in a vector of 20 dimensions. The Amino
acid composition is the fraction of each amino acid type within a protein. The fractions of all 20 amino acids were
calculated as,

Where Ni is the number of amino acids of type i, N is the protein sequence length.
Pseudo Amino Acid Composition (PseAA)
PseAA composition of a protein is actually a set of distinct numbers that is derived from its amino acid sequence and
that is different from the classical AA composition. The pseudo amino acid (PseAA) composition was proposed by for
14
improving the prediction accuracy of protein subcellular localization. PseAA formulated as

Where P is the protein and p1, p2… are the components. The calculation method is the same as amino acid
composition, and the rest n dimension vectors are the location information. Once the composition information and
location information are calculated, the feature vector of pseudo amino acid composition model can be represented as
follows:

Where w is the weight factor and usually defined as 0.05, fi is the occurrence frequency of the amino acid
residues. δk is the k- th tier correlation factor The value of h should be appropriate.µ
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Physicochemical Properties Model (PC)
15
Physichemicalproperties can directly show the activities of a protein. Such properties contain the substantial feature
information. Thus, correctly extract the physichemical properties of proteins can effectively improve the predicting
16
performance. The extracting method of physichemical properties resemble the extracting method of amino acid
composition, the difference is that we should compute the occurrence frequency in three cases:

f i , represents the frequency of amino acid which is characterized by polar, the other two represent the frequencies of
neutral and hydrophobic amino acid. N is the protein sequence length. By the fusion of three feature extraction
methods we can get the efficient feature vector and this is given as input to the ML-KNN and threshold MLKNN to
predict the multiple sites subcellular locations.
Prediction Accuracy Methods
A key step in the subcellular localization prediction is to select an appropriate classification algorithm. In the study of
multisite protein subcellular localization, researchers have proposed many multi-label classification algorithms. The
threshold MLKNN algorithm is a simple classification algorithm. In spite of its simplicity, it can give competitive
performance when compared to ML-KNN.To evaluatethe effectiveness of the fusion feature extraction method two
different kinds of classifiers are used to predict protein subcellular localization. The experimental results show that
threshold MLKNN achieves superior to existing approaches in prediction accuracy.
ML-KNN
Zhou and Zhang developed the multi-label KNN based on traditional KNN algorithm, which resolve with multi-label
17-19
learning problems.
ML-KNNis derived from the traditional k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm. Given an instance
x and its associated label set Z ⊆ z , suppose k nearest neighboursis considered in the ML-KNN method. Let N( x )
denote the set of k Nearest Neighbors of x identified in the training set.Thus, a membership counting vector based on
the label sets of k neighbors can be defined as:

r
Where Ax (l ) counts the number of neighbours of

r
x belonging to the l -th class. Ax , be the category vector for x .For

each test instance t , ML-KNN identifies its k nearest neighbors N (t) in the training set. Based on the membership

r

counting vector At , the category vector

l

Where G1 be the event that

r
zt is determined using the following maximum a posterioriprinciple:

t has label l , while G0l be the event that t has not label l . H lj∈{0,.., k } , denotes the event

that, among the k nearest neighbors of t, there are exactly j instances which have label l . Using the Bayesian rule,
Eq.(7) can be rewritten as:

Threshold ML-KNN
17
Threshold MLKNN is a modification of ML-KNN classificationalgorithm. The key principle is to first compute the prior
probability of a sample class label. Then, ensure the k neighbours of the unknown label according to the k nearest
neighbour method. Finally, with the Bayes decision theory determine whether the unknown sample contains the
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label.Since some proteins in datasets may occur in two or more locations. According to the concept of ‘‘locative
protein’’ , if a protein occurs at two different locations then it will be treated as 2 locative proteins or if it occurs at 3
21
sites then it will be treated as 3 locative proteins and so forth. Thus, it follows

where T(loc) is the number of total locative proteins, T(seq) the number of total different protein sequences, T(1) the
number of proteins with one location, T(2) the number of proteins with two locations, and so forth; while γ is the
number of total subcellular location sites concerned. In it has been shown that, due to noise in the data ML-KNN may
17
perform poorly on a real dataset. A solution to this problem has been proposed is that instead of approximating the
Bayes probabilities, a single threshold( τ )can be given to each label l ; after selecting a threshold value, label l is
18
assigned to object x when at least τ objects of class l are found in the neighbourhood of x . For a given label l ,
i

let us denote by al number of objects in the training set described by label l , that have exactly i objects with label
i

assigned in their neighbourhood and bl number of objects in the training set, that have exactly i objects with label

l
l

l . For choosing of threshold value, one can
i
i
traverse through all τ ∈ {0,E.k}and check, for which τ some utility function is the highest. The set of values al , bl

assigned in their neighbourhood and which are not described by label

can be measured using the following variable:
1. FN (false negative), number of objects incorrectly classified as not belonging to class l . It can be calculated as

∑

i <t

ali

2. TP (true positives), number of objects correctly classified as belonging to class l . It can be calculated as

∑

i ≥t

ali

3. TN (true negative), number of objects correctly classified as not belonging to class l . It can be calculated as

∑

i <t

bli

4. FP (false positive), number of objects incorrectly classified as belonging to class l . It can be calculated as

∑

i ≥t

bli .

Dataset
20
We used plant protein dataset, collected from the Swiss-Prot database. Plant protein dataset consists of 978 different
protein sequences, which are distributed among 12 plant subcellular locations.

Figure 1
Subcellular Locations of plant proteins
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Among the 978 different proteins, 904 belong to one subcellular location, 71 to two locations, and 3 to three locations.
Plant proteins subcellular locations are shown in Figure 1 and the numbers of proteins located in different subcellular
are shown in Figure2.

Figure 2
Plant protein benchmark dataset
Experimental Results
In the experiment plant dataset was used and we applied Threshold ML-KNN to predict the multi-site subcellular
localization. In the prediction process first, the dataset D containing different protein sequences are distributed
according to their subcellular locations.

where

D1 represents the subset for the subcellular location of a cell membrane, D2 for cell wall, D3 for chloroplast,

and so forth; n is the number of subcellular locations. The sequences were encoded using the combination of Amino
Acid Composition, Pseudo Amino Acid Composition and Physicochemical Properties Model. Once the encoding is
completed then these sequences were used for training and testing.
Evaluation Criteria
We use the following measures that are used to evaluate the prediction performance of the Threshold ML-KNN.
Hamming loss is defined as:

Where mt is the number of samples and q represents labels in the training set.

h( xi ) Predicted label, Li actual label,

and ∆ represent the symmetric difference between two sets.
Accuracy is defined as:

Precision is defined as:

Recallis defined as:
F-measure is the mean between precision and recall, which deals with a problem ofimbalanced label representation
and is defined as:
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Subset Accuracy is defined as:

Table 1
Compare Result of ML-KNN and Threshold ML-KNN
Classifier
ML-KNN
Threshold ML-KNN

Accuracy
21.30
44.36

Precision
23.08
47.48

Recall
21.35
45.23

F-measure
21.90
45.68

Hamming Loss
0.38
0.33

Subset Accuracy
80.49
59.55

Figure 3
Result of Evaluation Criteria
By comparing the experimental results, weconclude that the threshold multi-label classifier achieves the best effect for
feature training set. From Table1 It can be seen that Threshold MLKNN has given best results for plant protein
dataset. After the training process, the estimated F-measure values can be used to choose the best Threshold
MLKNN for each class.
Prediction Accuracy
The prediction quality was calculated by the overall prediction accuracy and prediction accuracy for each location.

Where N is the total number of sequences, k is the class number, obs(d) is the number of sequences observed in
location d and p(d) is the number of correctly predicted sequences in location d. During testing process, only the
sequences of proteins in each location were used as inputs in order to make the comparison between the two
prediction classifiers under exactly the same condition. In testing process, using the equations (18 & 19) we got
prediction accuracy of the ML-KNN is 63.7% and the Threshold-MLKNN prediction accuracy is 78.1%.
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Table2
Prediction Accuracy Comparison
Subcellular location

Prediction accuracy
MLKNN Threshold ML-KNN
42.9
57.9
25.0
32.5
86.7
88.6
39.6
47.1
40.5
49.3
13.6
25.7
28.6
38.1
76.0
80.6
89.5
91.0
66.7
73.1
10.3
23.5
50.0
55.2

Cell membrane
Cell wall
Chloroplast
Cytoplasm
Endoplasmic reticulum
Extracellular
Golgi apparatus
Mitochondrion
Nucleus
Peroxisome
Plastid
Vacuole

Results listed in Table2 are obtained with ML-KNN and
Threshold MLKNN on the plant protein dataset D and
we can see the overall prediction accuracy success rate
achieved by Threshold MLKNN is over 78.1%, which is
about 15% higher than ML-KNN.

CONCLUSION
Prediction of multi sites protein subcellular localization is
a challenging problem, particularly when the system
concerned contains both single and multiple sites
proteins. The MLKNN algorithm is a typical multi-label k

nearest neighbouring algorithm and it used for
classification on several datasets but due to noise in the
datasets it performs poorly. Threshold MLKNN solves
this problem by taking a threshold value and it uses
several methods such as Hamming Loss, accuracy,
precision, recall, F-measure and subset accuracy to
evaluate the performance of prediction accuracy.
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